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Sacred Images In Secular Art

This exhibition examines the

burgeoning phenomenon of

Christian imagery in recent Amer-
ican art. It includes works that

incorporate motifs from mass

culture and use common materials;

those that make a social or political

critique; and those that reveal

religion to be closely associated

with the individual. Christian imagery

today appropriates motifs that carry

a heavy load of religious, histori-

cal, and art-historical references.

However, within its present secu-

larized context— lacking a sacred

or devotional dimension—this

imagery becomes problematic and

controversial.

Although some of the most
familiar pictorial themes in Western

culture derive from Christianity,

American artists have been

restrained in the descriptive or nar-

rative use of religious imagerv. God
and the spiritual have often found

a place in the repertory of the

American vision, but rarely in

human form. In nineteenth-

century painting, it was the vast

American landscape that repre-

sented the ineffable workings of

the Divine. Its depiction con-

stituted an act of reverence. In the

early twentieth century, abstract

forms began to assume spiritual

values. More recently, notions of

the sublime have informed Abstract

Expressionist and Color Field

painting. Pop Art's inclusive ap-

petite for the imagery of mass

culture during the 1960s and the

subsequent reemergence of figura-

tion over the last ten years set the

stage for the literal Christian

iconography so apparent in

contemporary art.

Images of mass culture and sa-

cred art are conflated in the paint-

ings of Audrey Flack, Ronnie

Cutrone, Keith Haring, and Steve



Left:

Audrey Flack. Rainbow Christ, 1983

(detail). Acrylic on canvas with

painted wood frame, 31 x \7Vi x 6V2.

Louis K. Meisel Gallery, New York.

Right:

Ronnie Cutrone. The Healing (Paint-

ing without Crutches), 1983. Acrylic

and spray paint on tapestries with

crutches, 96 x 72. Collection of

Tony Shafrazi.

Gianakos. In such works, consum-

erism is irreverently juxtaposed

with Christian devotion. Audrey
Flack's Rainbow Christ (1983) ele-

vates a popular icon to the status of

high art, magnifying a shimmering

Jesus while exposing the banality

of such imagery. This Super-Realist

image of a bloodied and pensive

Jesus with a glittering rainbow in

the background evokes plastic,

mass-produced religious statuary,

dashboard relics, and mantlepiece

knick-knacks—icons of a living

Christian culture. Like Rainbow

Christ, Ronnie Cutrone's The Heal-

ing (Painting without Crutches) (1983)

employs generic, commodified

Christian imagery. The canvas sup-

port of Cutrone's piece is actually

constructed of eight mass-marketed

tapestries depicting scenes from

the life of Christ. Two crutches

—

again ready-made objects—are at-

tached to the tapestries. Charac-

teristic of Cutrone's use of cartoon

imagery, a thickly painted figure of

Gumby joyously spreads his arms

in a cruciform position to celebrate

his newly healed state. This clay-



animated cartoon character, trans-

formed into a svmbol of spiritual

healing, is emblematic of Cutrone's

recovery from the death of his

father. Cutrone's work expresses

his own sense of deep spirituality,

but is often critical of traditional

religious institutions and systems.

"I try not to run around smashing

false idols without replacing them
with something. The initial gesture

might be fueled with anger, but the

motive is inspired by compassion

and optimism."

Keith Haring exhibits an optimis-

tic point of view in his Untitled (1982):

a man holding a cross is encircled

bv a gigantic paperclip-like halo,

while a pointy-eared, wedged-
snouted dog stands at his feet.

These elements are leitmotifs of

Haring's work and reflect his posi-

tive view of mankind. The cross

and dog are universal symbols of

salvation and fidelitv, while Haring's

radiating graphic accents communi-
cate a feeling of enthusiasm about

this scene. His calligraphic work has

often appeared in the subways, but

Haring emphasizes that his paintings



are not stylistically graffiti-like.

These pictographs are personal im-

ages which use generally recogniz-

able signs to convey their message.

One critic has dubbed Untitled

"hysterically Pentecostal," but

"wistfully Utopian" seems a more
appropriate description.

In contrast, Steve Gianakos' use

of religious imagery reveals a bla-

tant cynicism. In Jesus Waiter (1980),

an apron-clad, cross-bearing figure

of Jesus appears as a coffee shop

waiter, thus lowering religion to the

level of quotidian culture. The
sharply drawn black and white

figures and the strikingly simple

composition of Gianakos' Pop style

are also evident in Picon (1980).

Here the image of a defiled Christ

becomes sacrilegious because Jesus

is the victim of a pie-in-the-face

slapstick routine.

The conflict or contrast between

the sacred and the mundane is

apparent not only in the incorpora-

Steve Gianakos. Jesus Waiter, 1980. Acrylic on canvas, 30 X 36.

Barbara Toll Fine Arts, Inc., New York.



tion of mass imagery, but also

through the use of commonplace
materials. Richard Artschwager fre-

quently covers his sculptures with

formica—an ordinary, functional

product. This surface sets up pecu-

liar contradictions because it

illusionistically mimics more extrav-

agant materials such as fine wood,

polished marble, or flowing water-

colors. Artschwager fully exploits

these contradictory connotations

in Untitled (1985-86) turning a

pseudo-utilitarian object into an ab-

stract sculpture in the tradition of

fine craftmanship. He is concerned

with the relationship between ob-

ject and spectator. His pieces invite

activity, leading viewers to rein-

vestigate their own positions in

space or the routine movements
prompted by familiar things. Since

this work cannot be clearly cate-

gorized as an object of either sacred

devotion or aesthetic contempla-

tion, it upsets our sense of place-

ment and order, causing us to look

at its structure and purpose more
closely. Ultimately, it serves as a

point of departure for an investiga-

tion into the content and spatial

context of art.

Although not immediately evi-

dent, a sense of sincere piety

is intrinsic to Thomas Lanigan-

Schmidt's ornately decorated Panis

Angelicus (1973). The focal point of

this mass-culture altarpiece is the

monstrance, an elaborate vessel

which displays the Eucharist, or
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Thomas Lanigan-Schmidt. Iconostasis,

1977-78. Mixed media on wood, two
panels, 60 x 30 overall. The Metro-

politan Museum of Art, New York; Gift

of Hollis Dworken Solomon and Donald
S. Dworken, in memory of Ethel Goldman
Dworken. (Not in the exhibition)



Robert Mapplethorpe. Jack Walls with Crown, from the series Terrae Motus, 1984.

Gelatin silver print, 20 x 16. Robert Miller Gallery, New York.



consecrated bread, during the

Catholic mass. This "Bread of An-

gels"— the translation of the Latin

title— is surrounded by other re-

ligious accessories: an image of the

Madonna and Child, a chalice, altar

cloths, and candelabra. All these

objects are placed in front of a

decorated triptvch with floating an-

gels above. The use of the most

commonplace materials such as

Saran Wrap, Reynolds Wrap,

Charmin toilet paper wrappers,

facial tissue, Magic Marker, Scotch

tape, ballpoint pen, and glitter con-

found the reverential and ritualistic

functions of these objects. In the

process, both the materials and the

objects undergo a transformation.

As Lanigan-Schmidt explains, "I

intend to refine what is raw and
make raw what is refined." The
result is an art which sets up a

clash in value systems by trans-

gressing traditional boundaries be-

tween fine art, folk art, and kitsch.

Panis Angelicus has its humorous
side, yet its forms speak for a

serious and idealistic desire to re-

unite religion and evervdav life.

Several of the artists in this ex-

hibition adopt religious imagery

to offer a social or political cri-

tique. The photographic series

Terrae Motus (1984) by Robert

Mapplethorpe, for example, em-
ploys the trappings of the tradi-

tional devotional altarpiece: the

crucified Christ, the skull and
crossbones at the base of the cross,

the Virgin looking on in profile,

and the paired saints holding

attributes. However, these

photographs strain the typical

Crucifixion image by their sheer

eroticism. Christ and the saints in

this religious tableau are black, a

transformation that poses a moral

and political challenge. Paradox-

ically the highly controversial

features of this image are mitigated

by its classic symmetry, the sculp-

tural quality of the figures, and

Mapplethorpe's masterful

technical control.

Other pieces in the exhibition

emerge from a subjective and

personal investigation of the

religious realm and its symbols. As
vehicles of individual expression,

these works are vastly different in

form and meaning. The images of

Joel-Peter Witkin unfold from a

private, agonized mythology which

finds its roots in the irrational.

Jean-Michel Basquiat weaves per-

sonal experiences through a

plurality of references that span cul-

tural and specifically art-historical

fields. Italo Scanga's sculpture re-

veals an almost mystical explora-

tion of biography and memory,
while the subjective desire for

universal archetypes and emblems
permeates the works of both Matt

Mullican and Brice Marden.

The photographs of Joel-Peter

Witkin relate to the Surrealist's re-

lentless exploration of the subcon-

scious and the irrational. In Christ

in Glory (1982), Witkin offers the



Italo Scanga. Untitled, from the Potato Famine Series, 1979. Mixed media,

46 x 42 x 13!/2. Daniel Weinberg Gallery, Los Angeles.



image of a hermaphrodite in hell,

rather than an ascended Messiah

enthroned in heaven. A bat's

skeleton replaces the dove of the

Holy Spirit, fetuses become angels,

and heaven is inverted to become a

darkened cavernous Hades. Witkin

plays on the assumption that a

photograph is an accurate record of

an actual event or person, thus

subverting the notion of what is

real. Penitente (1982) is a picture of a

naked and deformed Jesus nailed

to a cross and flanked by two

crucified monkeys. Although

romantic and soothing in their sur-

face resemblance to vintage nine-

teenth-century photographs,

Witkin's transformations of tradi-

tional iconography are unsettling

and shocking.

A psychic automatism also

pervades the work of Jean-

Michel Basquiat, whose associative

technique incorporates words and
images culled from religion, mass
media, ancient cultures, and art

history. Untitled (1982), a skeletal

cross assembled from a wooden
crate and canvas fragments, ex-

emplifies the primitive quality

characteristic of his oeuvre.

Basquiat retains the spontaneity of

the graffiti art with which he was
allied early in his career. However,

the energy and rawness of his sur-

face inscriptions are informed by a

sophistication which sets his work
apart from New York graffiti styles.

The Potato Famine Series (1979) by

I talo Scanga refers to the disastrous

Irish famines of the 1840s, but in

their rustic piety, the works also

reflect the artist's Italian peasant

heritage. Scanga's sculptures char-

acteristically depend on a richly

personal, associative imagery. The
formal relation established between

the cross and the other elements in

the piece exhibited here suggests

the inseparability of mortal and

spiritual life. The scale is human
and intimate: although non-

functional, the ensemble retains

a strong connection to the

farmer's tool.

Brice Marden's personal sym-

bolism encourages the viewer to

decipher and experience the spir-

itual through form and color. In the

upper section of Coda (1983-84),

Marden has rendered two T-shaped

crosses reminiscent of the crosses

on which Jesus and the two thieves

were crucified. For Marden, the

intense sensibility experienced be-

fore images of Christian devotion is

best expressed through abstract

means and symbolic color. In his

working notes, he equates red with

the "suffering of Christ" and blue

with the "spirit of the mighty

waters" and the "figure of a hanged

or crucified Man." This symbolic

construction addresses Marden's

desire for a modern version of the

universal language found in tradi-

tional Christian imagery.

The works of Matt Mullican at-

tempt to codify the universal with

a personal vocabulary of elementary



Brice Marden. Coda, 1983-84. Oil on canvas, 120 x 39. Philadelphia Museum of

Art; Samuel S. White, III, and Vera White Collection (by exchange) and gift of

Mr. and Mrs. Charles C.G. Chaplin (by exchange) and funds contributed by the

David W. Dietrich Foundation in honor of Mrs. H. Gates Lloyd.



signs and emblematic repre-

sentations, which are conceived as

symbolic common denominators

for opposing ideas such as heaven

and hell, life and death, angel and

demon. These distilled essences

are represented in the style of

corporate logos and public signs.

Mullican's work conveys informa-

tion in much the same way as road

signs—when followed, his pieces

direct the viewer through his world

of collective ideas. In this way, he

seeks to create a transcendent

metaphysical system upon which

religions are built and preserved.

The reappearance of Christian

iconography in contemporary

art can be attributed to the current

mode of figuration and to the Post-

modernist adoption of preceding

artistic styles and popular imagery.

This infers the effacement of the

barriers between high and low

culture as well as the commodifica-

tion of all available imagery. The
works point to a reevaluation of

Christian icons in a secularized

context. They no longer function

solely as intermediaries between
man and the spiritual; indeed,

these works often incorporate

facets of personal disbelief or social

alienation. Today, the employment o\

religious imagery may be seen as a

powerful and critical political state-

ment, as a liberal appropriation of

imagery, or as a nostalgic return to

a less complex or less diversified

era and its representations.

MULLICAN

MULLICAN

HELL
Matt Mullican. Mullican Heaven, 1982

(top). Mullican Hell, 1982 (bottom).

Both: Poster paint on muslin, 62': x 44.

Mary Boone Gallerv, \ew York.



Works In The Exhibition

Dimensions are in inches; height

precedes width precedes depth.

Richard Artschwager (b. 1923)

Untitled, 1985-86

Paint and formica on wood,

99% x 71 5
/8 x 3

Collection of the artist; courtesy

Leo Castelli Gallery, New York

Jean-Michel Basquiat (b. 1961)

Untitled, 1982

Acrylic on canvas and wood with

oil paint stick, 62 x 40 x 4

Collection of Mark Meloy; courtesy

Annina Nosei Gallery, New York

Ronnie Cutrone (b. 1948)

The Healing (Painting without

Crutches), 1983

Acrylic and spray paint on
tapestries with crutches,

96 x 72

Collection of Tony Shafrazi

Audrey Flack (b. 1931)

Rainbow Christ, 1983

Acrylic on canvas with painted

wood frame, 31 x \7Vi x 6 [

/2

Louis K. Meisel Gallery, New York

Steve Gianakos (b. 1938)

Jesus Waiter, 1980

Acrylic on canvas, 30 x 36

Barbara Toll Fine Arts, Inc.,

New York

Picon, 1980

Acrylic on canvas, 36 x 36

Barbara Toll Fine Arts, Inc.,

New York

Keith Haring (b. 1958)

Untitled, 1982

Vinyl ink on vinyl tarp, 84 x

Collection of Angela Ho
84

Thomas Lanigan-Schmidt (b. 1948)

Pan is Angelicus, 1973

Mixed media, approximately

96 x 84 x 72 (dimensions vary)

Holly Solomon Gallery, New York

Robert Mapplethorpe (b. 1946)

Dennis Speight with Flowers, from

the series Terrae Motus, 1984

Gelatin silver print, 20 x 16

Robert Miller Gallery, New York

Dennis Speight with Thorns, from the

series Terrae Motus, 1984

Gelatin silver print, 20 x 16

Robert Miller Gallery, New York



Jack Walls with Crown, from the

series Terrae Motus, 1984

Gelatin silver print, 20 x 16

Robert Miller Gallery, New York

Jill Chapman, from the series

Terrae Motus, 1984

Gelatin silver print, 20 X 16

Robert Miller Gallery, New York

Skull and Crossbones, from the

series Terrae Motus, 1984

Gelatin silver print, 20 x 16

Robert Miller Gallery, New York

Brice Marden (b. 1938)

Coda, 1983-84

Oil on canvas, 120 x 39

Philadelphia Museum of Art;

Samuel S. White, III, and Vera

White Collection (by exchange)

and gift of Mr. and Mrs. Charles

C.G. Chaplin (by exchange) and

funds contributed by the David

W. Dietrich Foundation in honor

of Mrs. H. Gates Llovd

Matt Mullican (b. 1951)

Mullican Angel/Demon, 1982

Poster paint on muslin, 62 1

/2 x 44

Mary Boone Gallerv, New York

Mullican God, 1982

Poster paint on muslin, 62Vi x 44

Mary Boone Gallery, New York

Mullican Heaven, 1982

Poster paint on muslin, 62 ]
/2 x 44

Mary Boone Gallery, New York

Mullican Hell, 1982

Poster paint on muslin, 62Vi x 44

Mary Boone Gallery, New York

Italo Scanga (b. 1932)

Untitled, from the Potato Famine

Series, 1979

Mixed media, 46 x 42 x 13%

Daniel Weinberg Gallerv,

Los Angeles

Joel-Peter Witkin (b. 1939)

Christ in Glory, 1982

Gelatin silver print, 20 X 24

Pace/MacGill Gallery, New York

and Fraenkel Gallery,

San Francisco

Pemtente, 1982

Gelatin silver print, 20 X 24

Pace MacGill Gallery, New York

and Fraenkel Gallery,

San Francisco
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